LRAD 2000X LONG RANGE COMMUNICATION DEVICE

BRAND: LRAD

The Model 2000X Long Range Communication Device uses an extended frequency range to safely and effectively communicate directional audio broadcasts with superior voice intelligibility and clarity far beyond normal stand distances. Homeland Security and public safety organizations have been utilizing the 2000X as a more effective and less costly measure of securing borders and critical infrastructure that works over any type of terrain and environment. By using a variable beam width, the 2000X creates an instant acoustic fence using clear, long range, directional communication, which gives a single operator greater coverage. The highly intelligible voice messages over distances up to 5,500 meters; max range of 2,000 meters over 88 dB of background noise and features a 162dB SPL @ 1 meter, A-weighted maximum continuous output.

The operator is able to issue authoritative voice commands and powerful deterrent tones to safely alter behavior and enhance response capabilities. The 2000X features rugged military tested construction, making it an all-weather and low power communication device that provides a safer alternative to non-lethal deterrent options.

Weighing in at only 81 lbs. (37 kg) without accessories, the 2000X is easily scalable and portable.
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